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84-22 (100 %), a few spiculos of Radio- (100 7), in. di. 007 mm., (8222 %), amorphous matter, The small fragment, of quartz covered with limonite,
lane. angler; sanidino, magnetite, minute fragments of minerals believed to be wind-borne which are very common in

augto, pumice, a few grains and Radiolaris. the soundings on, and to the east side of, the Dolrhinof manganese. Ridge, are, apparently, quite absent in this an(the
following soundings on the western aide.

9811 (100 7), Radiolarin. (1 *00 %), in. dl. 0-0? mm., (0611 %), amorphous matter, No effervescence was observed on treating a portion withangular; fragments of sani- fine mineral particles, and dilute acid, and only one or two fragments of pelagicdine, augite, magnetite, glassy broken pieces of Radiolaria. Foraminifem were observed on microscopic axamtnn-
volcanic particles, a few tion.
manganese grains.

g 10 (100 %), Sponge apicules, Radio- (1,00%), in. di. 010 mm., (94"50 %), amorphous matter, The dredge brou?ht up a large quantity of the Red 0iny. a
lane, Haplophragrniuna. angular; Mapar, magnetite, manyntinutominendparticles, On passing this through fine sieves many small worm

augito, lapihi, fragments of and fragments of siliceous tubes (Mrioc1ide) were found. Then were composed
pumice. organisms. of the minute mineral particles mentioned and Sponge 3

and Radiolarian spiculas; many of the tubes eon
tamed living worms. Some of the volcanic particles
are partially transformed into zeolitic matter.




9716 (100 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (00 %), in. di. 010 mm., (9316 %), amorphous matter, The calcareous organisms are much decomposed and




I

apiculos, ffaplophragmfum. angular; felepar, augito, minute mineral particles, broken up.horublende, magnetite, lapilli, fragments of siliceous or
glassy volcanic particles. ganisma.

1931 (200 %), Sponge spiculea, Radio- (200 %), m. di. 007 mm. (1581 %.), amorphous matter, Most of the finer particles in the deposit aunear to be
levis, imperfect red and brown angular; monoclinic 5d minute fragments of minerals fragments of Ptcropoda and other pelagi& Mollnsean
casts of Foraminifera, Hap- triclinic folapars, magnetite, and siliceous organisms. shells. In this respect it differs very considerably
iophragmium. augito, borublendo, black from a true Olobigot-ina Ooze where the finer particlesmica, lapihi. can be observed to be formed chiefly of Coecoliths,

Ithabdolitha, and the smaller fragments of Olobi
gerinidLe. Very few of the Pteno'ods are perfect.
Many of the organisms are macroscopic.




0
15'73 (2'OO %), Radiolania, Sponge (2O0 7), in. di. 00? mm., (1173 %), amorphous matter, The finer portions of the calcareous material appear to

sniculce, Astrorhizidam, Litu- angular; annidino, nugito, minute mineral and siliceous be composed chiefly of fragments of Pts'ropods and
oidem. plngiocla.se, magnetite, lapihli, remsius. other pelagic Molluscs. Coccoliths and Rbabdoliths .

nornblondo, a few glassy vol. are present but rare. A large number of the organ.conic fragments. lame are macroscopic. A large quantity of the deposit
and a large number of animals belonging to all the in-
vertebrate groups were obtained in the drodgings at
these depths. p.

26'12 (2OO 7), Radioluria, Sponge (1-00 %), in. di. 0,08 mm., (23i2%),rodamorphous matter,
spicuks, Astrorhizidm, Lit- angular ; quartz, folapar, fine mineral particles, frog-




The washinge procured by passing the ooze through fine 1nohidn, imperfect brown casts. iiuglto, magnetite, mica, ments of siliceous organisms.
hornblende.




sieves are composed almost entirely o1 I'terouod aiid
Heteropod shells, and a large part of tim finer n
portions of the ooze seems to be made up of the corn
minuted fragments of the halls of them pelagic
Molluscs. l'lic Coecolitho and Rhuabilohiths are ainsli '
and rare. Many of the or nnisins are ninoroseopie.
Three hauls were taken with the dredge on this date, '31-12 (100 ), Sponge spienlos, and (1O0 m. di. 010 mm., (20 12 %), amorphous matter, and yielded a large quantity of the deposit and manyimperfect brown casts, angular; sanithino, plagioclasu, minute mineral particles, a

hiorublondo, augite,magnotitu, few fragments of Sponge I
animals.




pmica. spicules.
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